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What we were Promised: 

The Task force recommendations 

included: 

DR1.  The provision of 3,100 units of 

additional Traveller accommodation. 

(Permanent Halting Sites 1,200, Housing 

900, 1,000 Transient Bays). 



What we were Promised: 

 

The Housing (Traveller Accommodation) 

Act in 1998 referred specifically to: 

 the set up consultation processes – NTACC and 

LTACC 

 development and implementation of the  

Traveller Accommodation programmes and what 

was to be included in the TAP 

 Sites for caravans 

 



What we got: 



What we got: 

 The NTACC  

 

 The LTACC 

 

 The 34 local authorities set up their 

LTACCs (now in their 3rd term). 



What we got: 

 The NTACC reported to the then minister on the five 

year Traveller Accommodation Plans adopted by local 

authorities in 2000.  This report stated that there was a 

gross need of 3,629 units of accommodation.   

 There have only been 849 new units provided since 

2000.  With refurbishment/redevelopments of 591 the 

total comes to 1,440 units.   

 The forty seven units for Transient provision are 

being used for emergency accommodation. Figures 

for 2012 are provisional at present  



What we Got: 

 Section 24 of the Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2002  

 Travellers do not travel as much as they did before this Act.  

  

 The number of families who resort to private rented accommodation has 
increased from 162 families in 2002 to 2,829 in 2012.  Travellers are 
resorting to private rented accommodation now instead of waiting for 
Traveller specific accommodation because of the constant threat of eviction.   

 

 Still 330 Families living on the roadside in 2012. 

 743 families sharing Accommodation in 2012. 

 

 The provision of 1000 transient units or pull-in/pull off sites has not been 
met.  This has impacted on the nomadic culture of Travellers for trade and 
devotion e.g. Knock.  Without the recognition of Traveller nomadic culture 
there has been a dramatic negative impact on mental health and 
subsequently on the increase of suicides.   

  



What We Got: 

(Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1992 s.10 as amended by 
Section 32 of the Housing (Traveller Accommodation) Act 1998 
and Section 21 of the Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 
2002) 

 s.10(a) – the order is to move the caravan to a particular halting site 
within 5 miles 

 

 s.10(b) - move the dwelling to any halting site within the area in 24 
hours  

 

 s.10(c) - move the temporary dwelling to at least a distance of one 
mile from the specified Traveller accommodation to somewhere they 
can camp legally 

 

 Hard to monitor the extent to which Travellers are being evicted. 



What We Got: 

The Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 

2009 – Section 20 – Housing Needs 

Assessment by local authorities 

 

 “This legislation requires local authorities to 

carry out a housing assessment to determine the 

eligibility and need of applicant households for 

social housing support”, it includes regulations 

on income threshold.  



What this means for Travellers: 

 Travellers are being assessed under the same criteria as 
the non-Traveller population, 

 

 Travellers’ choice to live in a halting site or group 
housing scheme may be deemed inappropriate by the 
housing authority who may end up placing the applicant 
in standard housing, away from family supports and 
networks 

 

 The nomadic nature of Travellers  is not taken into 
account and therefore excludes Travellers as an ethnic 
minority with special needs. 



What this means for Travellers: 

 there is no choice on offer for Travellers other than private rented. 
the housing list. 

 

 “availability of alternative accommodation” - This criteria would have 
most effect on Travellers who marry young and who would not be 
eligible for rent supplement or go on the housing list.  Additionally, 
other factors such as domestic violence, child safety etc are not 
taken into consideration.  For example, a young woman living with a 
child in a large house with her abusive parents may be refused 
housing due to  adequate and ‘alternative accommodation’ 

 

 Choice of types of accommodation is given without prioritisation by 
Traveller households (no 1,2,3) and the local authority can offer 
what it “deems appropriate” 



What this means for Travellers: 

 Choice of local authority locations and areas can be 
identified but once again it is what the local authority 
“deems appropriate”. 

 

 Issues yet to be understood relate to anti-social 
behaviour 

 

 Large families are affected by the income thresholds; 
Families sharing with young adults; Families with a 
family member with a disability (on Disability allowance); 
Young couples living at the back of houses; Single adults 
living in the family home.   All these scenarios are 
frequent in the Traveller community, leaving families in 
difficulties financially 



What this means for Travellers: 

 Traveller Accommodation is going backwards,  

 families cant keep up with paying rent, not 
applying for social housing therefore  going back 
to Roadside/becoming homeless 

 Increase in Drug/substance misuse 

 Increase in mental health issues and suicide 

 Only option for Travellers is private rented 
accommodation 

 Travellers loosing our identity and Culture. 

 Assimilation of Travellers. 



Other barriers to Traveller 

Accommodation: 
 Lack of Recognition of Traveller Ethnicity. The continued lack of 

recognition of Traveller ethnicity has played a very negative role in 

the delivery of Traveller accommodation  

 
 Of the 47 units of transient provision built since 2000 - all are 

being used as emergency accommodation e.g. Blueberry Lane,  
Athlone where there are 30 units being used as permanent 
accommodation for 15 years. 

 

 There is no record of visiting families to local authority areas.  
Local groups may record this but there is no standardised record 
nationally 



Other barriers: 

 The NTACC has discussed the lack of transient provision in 
Knock but consistently wash their hands of it saying it’s the local 
authority’s responsibility and now more recently that it is the 
church that is responsible. 

 

 Attitudes to nomadic patterns are generally hard fastened 
against Travellers by elected representatives and the general 
public 

 

 Local authorities are stating in their TAPs that transient provision 
is a regional or national responsibility 

 

 There is no recognition of culturally appropriate economic 
activities which had traditionally  been based alongside 
accommodation.  As a result there is not space allocated on 
sites or group housing schemes for tin smithing, horses, scrap, 
recycling, or chopping wood.  



Erosion Of Traveller Budget 

 2000 there was an estimated €70 million available as capital funding 

 

 2009 there was €35 million available as capital funding and €7.7 
million current funding 

 

 2010 there was the same as 2009 

 

 2011 there was €15 million capital and €7.1 for current funding 

 

 2012 there was €6million capital and €5.6 for current funding 

 

 2013 there is €4 million available as capital and €2 million for current 
funding. 
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Assessment of Need: 

 National mainstream assessment of need being carried out now- not 
clear how Traveller needs will be captured in this 

 

 TAP Assessment of Need not carried out through real consultation 
with Travellers 

 

 Often happens from a council officials desk going through records 

 

 Standard housing promoted as only option 

 

 Real Cultural needs of Travellers not captured! 

 

 Housing agency carrying out research into why Travellers leave 
Traveller Accommodation. 



Other Barriers 

 Control of Horses Act 1996-Impact on Travellers keeping of Horses 

 The introduction of this legalisation has made it more difficult for Travellers 
to keep horses.  

 

  Many Local Authorities are not providing appropriate facilities for the 
keeping of horses with Traveller Accommodation. Therefore because 
Travellers are keeping horses not within a Local Authority Controlled Area 
Travellers are falling victim to fines. 

 

 their Traveller Ethnicity not being catered for or recognised, 

 

 erosion of keeping of horse as an important aspect of Traveller Culture and 
History 

 

 their horses being impounded, facing large fees to claim them back 

 



No one held accountable: 

 The NTACC has only a responsibility to advise the 
minister, and has not authority to ensure that Local 
Authorities are meeting their targets set down in their 
Traveller Accommodation Plans.  

  

 In fact, the majority of the 2009 -2013 TAPs have not set 
down clear targets.  Their assessment of need is 
gathered from Council data rather than meaningful 
consultation with Travellers. 

 

 Since 2007 to 2012 over €50 million was the under-
spend on Traveller accommodation although there is a 
need for at least 819 units (327 unauthorised sites; 492 
families sharing with others) in November 2011.  



Institutional Racism towards 

Travellers: 
 Lack of recognition of Traveller Ethnicity 

 Those in positions of power deciding on 
Traveller issues racist towards Travellers not 
held accountable for racism towards Travellers 

 Generations of Assimilation approach to 
accommodating Travellers 

 Traveller Specific accommodation not 
valued/maintained/managed/provided in same 
standard as housing 

 Council Officials ill treatment of Travellers 

 Not much support from Church e.g. Knock 



Conclusion 

 Things is getting worse for Traveller Accommodation 

 

 Assimilation and Racism still at play 

 

 Travellers in real danger of loosing our cultural identity 

 

 No one held Accountable 

 

 Its not good enough- How do we as a movement 
respond to this crisis?? 




